
In your teams, you will do your very best to come up with the response to the questions I ask and write the 

answer in the associated box. We will go across the board first through each row. 

** Some may be difficult, however, the team that gets the most right will win extra credit. Do not ask how 

much extra credit. Also, do not argue with the difficulty of the question. Life’s tough. Get a helmet.  

1. Metaphorical  
Macbeth (all will 
have a literary term 
as ½ of the answer) 

2. Alliterative 
literature (each 
answer’s phrasing 
will begin with the 
same letter) 

3. Doublethink 
then think again 
(1984-related) 

4. Contextualize  
Gatsby (all will 
deal with 
background 
regarding The Great 
Gatsby) 

5. Just all the things 
(each answer will 
simultaneously 
require knowledge 
of most or all of 
our texts) 
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1. Metaphorical Macbeth: 

1. These two characters are opposites and thus reveal characteristics of one another when put in relationship 

to one another. Define the terms and give me the characters.  

 -Banquo and Macbeth: Foil 

2. This easily recalled and alliterative quote said by the three witches in Act I is an example of this literary 

device as it combines contradictory ideas to reveal a truth. 

 -Fair is Foul and Foul is Fair: Paradox 

3. Macbeth gives this speech alone on stage: this is an example of a what? What paradoxical theme does it 

most nearly represent? 

Is this a dagger which I see before me, 

The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee. 

I have thee not, and yet I see thee still. 

Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible  

To feeling as to sight? or art thou but  

A dagger of the mind, a false creation, 

Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain?  

 -Soliloquy/ Fate vs. Free Will or Dreams vs. Reality (appearance vs. reality) 

4. This character’s escape becomes this in the text as it causes the plot to take a somewhat unexpected turn. 

 -Fleance—Banquo’s sons are in line to the throne—plan is foiled to keep his kingdom: 

turning point 

5. Both Lady Macbeth and the murderer call Macduff a traitor to his wife. This most exemplifies this literary 

term because of who orchestrated the murders and who is the real traitor to Scotland. It is then immediately 

followed by the reveal that Macduff’s children are murdered. Macduff decide he must feel the news like a 

_______ and Malcolm agrees with him that they should “make us medicines of our great revenge, to cure this 

deadly grief.” 

 -Irony- man  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Alliterative literature: answers will be alliterative in nature: 

1. Fitzgerald coined this name for the 1920s; this term describes two contrasting elements placed close 

together for a revealing purpose i.e. the Valley of Ashes and Tom’s or Gatsby’s cars/$ 

 -Juxtaposed Jazz Age 

2. The Valley of Ashes represents this literary term as it is supposed to depict/represent the moral and social 

decay that results from the pursuit of wealth, as the rich indulge themselves with regard for nothing but their 



own pleasure. The valley of ashes also represents the plight of the poor, like George Wilson, so in other 

words it depicts the system by which a society ranks categories of people in a hierarchy.  

 -(3 words) Symbolic Social Stratification 

3. In Act IV, this ghost appears. He is bandaged and what else? The word is used almost 40 times in the play. 

Macbeth quotes, redundantly (and repetitively) that it will have itself.  

 -Bloody Banquo 

4. This woman was Fitzgerald’s longtime love who, after Fitz obtained some celebrity and money around 

1920 after his time in the army, was convinced to marry him. They enjoyed the new wealth and fame, and fell 

into a lavish lifestyle of parties and decadence. She then went a little crazy, so one could call her this adjective, 

meaning erratic or eccentric.  

 -Zany Zelda 

5. This movement sought for its adherents to be or go beyond the range or limits of (something abstract) 

which often dealt with one’s relationship with nature and the self, including self-reliance and the 

understanding that we are all connected by the forces of nature. This writer was thoroughly invested in the ideas 

of learning from nature and being civilly disobedient. 

 - Transcendentalist Thoreau / Transcendental Thoreau   

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. 1984-Double think then think again: 

1. What are the four ministries and how are each ironic in their naming i.e. what do each deal with? 

 -Love-punishment/ Truth-lies/rewriting past / Peace-War /Plenty-scarcity 

2. What are three slogans of the Inner Party? What do each require you are able to do to be able to 

understand them as truth? 

 - War is Peace, freedom is slavery, ignorance is strength—double think (hold two contrasting 

thoughts while simultaneously believing both to be true) 

3. Winston is with __________ in Mr. Charrington’s room above the shop when the _______________ 

enter and it turns out he was a part of it the whole time. The ______________ smashes to the ground, 

symbolizing their inability to find a safe space. I mean there were even _________ in that room at one point, 

which we discover is Winston’s greatest fear. There’s a cage of them in _________. 

 -Julia/thought police/ coral paperweight/ rats/ room 101. 

4. How is 1984 a happy ending? Who has Winston won a victory over? Who does he final love? 

 1. Won the victory over himself. He loves big brother.  



5. Winston says “your worst enemy is your own nervous system”, because you might commit this and the 

thought police might suspect you of not loving the dictator of this place, Big Brother. Especially during the 

two minutes of hate, one had to act as though they hated this person. 

 -facecrime/Oceania/ Emmanuel Goldstein. 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Gatsby Context:  

1. Tom and Gatsby stand in stark contrast to one another and we can understand their paradoxical ideologies 

as being closely associated with what two movements, respectfully? 

 -Tom: Enlightenment; Gatsby: Romantic 

2. During this time period (not the name Fitzgerald coined) anyone from any social background could make a 

fortune, but there was a class structure. Fitzgerald uses a geographical motif. These two places depict the 

difference in class. New money vs. Old money. Explain which is which.  

 -Roaring 20s: East (old $) and West Egg (new $) 

3. Similar to this character, Fitzgerald idolized wealth and status and sought to achieve it so he could embody 

the person he thought he needed to be—army too, ivy league college, married to best girl, and the novel itself 

is often based in Fitzgerald’s own experiences but there was not this symbol that represented this character’s 

unrequited love and dreams in his own life, as far as we know.  

 -Jay Gatsby/the green light  

4. Just as Fitzgerald is originally from Minnesota, this person (his real name, please) was originally from North 

Dakota. Who did that person meet who changed his life? 

 -James Gatz/ Dan Cody 

5. In what ways is the Keats’ poem “Ode to a Nightengale” and the nightingale Daisy remarks on in the 

beginning of the novel embodying the concept of Romanticism? 

 -Dream world/idealism/disappointment/ beauty/ subjectivity/ transcendence  

 

_______________________________________________________________ 

5. Just all the things: 

1. MB/1984/Gatsby at one point encounter the concept of this type of imagining/succession of images that 

occur involuntarily in the mind during certain stages of consciousness or lack thereof? Give examples for 

each book of this concept. 



 -Dreams: Nick-street/ Gatsby-daisy/ Winston-mom and O’Brien/ LB-sleep walking/ 

Duncan’s kids/ MB-dagger 

2. Name all the deaths in each of our books: 

 -ITW: Chris (other explorers)/1984:  Syme Parsons? Disappeared to room 101 in book 3, 

Ampleforth?, and Jones, Aaronson and Rutherford, Winston’s mom? (lots of these are not completely 

known)/Gatsby: Gatsby, Myrtle and Wilson/ Macbeth: MB, Macdonwald, Macduff’s family, LMB, 

Banquo, Duncan, Duncan’t servants (sleeping), Young Siward, and the orig. Thane of Cawdor 

3. All the main characters in our books are searching for something, what is that thing? Be succinct. 

 -MB-power/Gatsby-past, his dream and love of Daisy/ Chris- meaning and understanding/ 

Winston-truth and freedom 

4. Each book has a character who defies stereotypical gender roles in some way. How so? Pick ¾ books. 

 -MB-womanly (milk o human kindness)/LMB-manly (slice off breast)/Nick-elevator 

scene?? Sexuality unclear/ Jordan-could make argument/Julia-manly though defiance and is 

powerful/Chris-sexuality unclear—remarked upon—others could be argued for 

5. All characters, Gatsby, Winston, Chris and Macbeth are dreamers, dreamers in that they hold to another 

philosophy of thought one in which they take part in the practice of forming or pursuing dreams, especially 

unrealistically. 

 -Idealism 

 


